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OUR PHILOSOPHY

We’re an RIA and 
invest client assets 
with a Growth at a 
Reasonable Price 
(GARP) bias, with 
rigorous research 

into the fundamental 
drivers of a business.

We take a long-term focus 
to investing and aim to 

maximize after-tax returns.  
Our target time-frame is 3-5 

years though we aim for 
the “over” and hope for 

more.

Our equity portfolio 
consists of approximately 
25 positions, with higher 

conviction ideas given 5% 
allocations, average 

positions 3% and more 
volatile ones 2%. Cash is 
typically our largest one 

holding.

In diversification, our 
primary aim is to expose 

portfolios to as many 
disparate factors of both 

risk and reward as 
possible.
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IMAX RECAP 
We focused on a company with the potential to form a moat, not one with a 
moat. Core thesis:

• Film is a slow-moving industry where change requires the alignment of a lot of 
different constituencies. 

• Globalization of film alongside the industry’s focus on fewer releases with 
greater emphasis on visual differentiation from the proliferation of HDTV. 

• With an expanded theater footprint and time, directors have been able to gear 
content towards IMAX, leading to more interesting and engaging films. 2015 is 
already changing the industry’s perspective on seasonality and when/how 
blockbusters work.

• Gross margins have trended steadily upward. Bottom line has accelerated 
slower than hoped, though last year it started its steep ascent and will continue 
to do so this coming year.



TWO NETWORKS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE

While IMAX was about the potential to build a moat based on a network effect, 
today we want to talk about two companies with such a network already 
entrenched, each available at a cheap price.

There’s a reason why great investors like Carl Icahn, Seth Klarman, Dan Loeb, 
Donald Yacktman and Larry Robbins all own considerable stakes in this company, 
though given their presence it’s surprising that a) there has not been more 
enthusiasm about this situation; and, b) the stock has been stagnant for 2+ years.

• We are particularly fond of stocks with sideways charts where ownership has 
been digesting for some time. While we do not require catalysts for our 
investments, we like that there is one upcoming which should drive value 
realization.



CONVENTIONAL WISDOM HOLDS THE 

FOLLOWING BELIEFS

• eBay today is the combination of two companies: a tech dinosaur of sorts 

in the Marketplaces division and a rapid growth upstart in PayPal. 

• Marketplaces is a declining business after Amazon, startups and big box 

stores have brought heavy competition to e-commerce.

• PayPal was undermanaged in the belly of the eBay beast and lost crucial 

ground in the rapidly evolving, competitive arena of digital payment 

solutions.

• Reality is always more nuanced. There are grains of truth here & the 

company was certainly under-managed. These issues are being met 

head-on in the spin-off and both business are far more defensible than 

meets the eye.



MARKETPLACES
BUY A GROWING BUSINESS, PRICED TO SHRINK

Cantor Fitzgerald’s overview of the split led its Marketplaces’ section with the 
following question:

• “Can eBay's growth catch up with that of overall ecommerce (in the low teens 
currently) considering that the auction business looks likely to remain a melting ice 
cube for some time?”

• The phrasing says a lot: eBay is growing, yet it is thought of as a “melting ice 
cube.” I always thought melting ice cubes shrunk! The implied value of 
Marketplaces says as much.

• Revenue has been growing in the high single digits. 2015 will be a flat to slightly 
up year due to one-time problems after which high single digits growth should 
resume.

Marketplaces is one of the best online facilitators of global commerce. 

This division will also own StubHub; an amazing property, though hard to value 
independently without segmented financials.



THE MOAT
Signs of a moat:

• Extremely high free cash flow on a capital lean business model: In 2014 
Marketplaces generated $2.7 billion in cash flow on $3.5 billion in assets 
deployed (we do not know Marketplaces’ balance sheet with precision. This is 
inferred from subtracting PayPal’s balance sheet from EBAY’s Q1 filing. $3.5 
billion is inclusive of $5.7 billion goodwill expected to stay with the 
Marketplaces division. Strip this out and the company deploys net negative 
tangible capital).

• Industry leading operating margins: company guides 2015 for 32-34%, with a 
long-term target of 31-36%. This is amongst the upper echelon of companies 
and the highest of the great internet companies including Google, Facebook, 
Alibaba, and let’s not even mention Amazon.

Network Effects (demand-side economies of scale)

• Buyers and sellers both know they can reach each other in eBay’s 
marketplace. Further, they know they can trust that when a transaction is 
made, their end of the bargain will be delivered upon. Building out that trust 
takes years of investment and reputation management.



BASIC VALUATION
Depending on exactly how PayPal is valued, a $60/EBAY share 

price implies between a 6-7.5x EV/EBITDA multiple for 

Marketplaces.

How would you value a company that is able to earn 77% returns 

on its ex-cash asset base and an ROE in the mid to upper 30s? 

• If you think about a justified P/B at a 10% cost of capital and 0 growth, this 

standalone would be worth ~3.5x book value of $7.0b, or $24.5b (about 

$20/share).

• Growth has slowed from just shy of double digits to low single digits from 3 factors:

• Google Search algo changes

• A password hack in mid-2014

• FOREX hurt from the strong dollar

• The impact of each of these is waning, and the Google search changes actually 

encouraged Marketplaces to make some very constructive changes to its platform.

3% growth using the 10% WACC gets us to $35/share



BUT WE WANT MORE!
• With PayPal as part of the company, EBAY had to spend money to facilitate PayPal’s 

growth and keep a more conservatively capitalized balance sheet.

• Mohnish Pabrai explains what Charlie Munger told him:

• “…look at the cannibals. And what he meant by ‘look at the cannibals’ is, look 
carefully at the businesses that are buying back huge amounts of their stock. 
Because they're eating themselves away, so he called them the cannibals.”

• Marketplaces is a cannibal in the making. The change started in the second half of last year 
when EBAY repatriated its foreign cash holdings (this came with a tax hit, but it showed 
management’s views of the value proposition & the explicit intent to do something about it).

• This is where the moat really drives value—the company does not need to retain capital to 
defend its moat and/or grow the biz. In fact, most of this kind of “investment” falls in the 
SG&A line anyway (can’t capitalize software development). Being a capital lean business 
with extremely high FCF, the company will use nearly all FCF for buybacks and even has 
the capacity to lever up and buy yet more stock.

• Using a 5-part Du Pont we can see that w/ a 33% operating margin. 21% tax-rate, 0% 
growth in revenue and using 2/3rds of the FCF to buy back shares, the ROE jumps to 
~49% after 1 year. Add leverage, and things get nice, fast.

• As a cannibal, Marketplaces should have an improved cost of capital & easily exceed a 3% 
bottom line growth rate (diluted shares from 20132014 contracted by  3.9%, so ex-growth 
on top line, we still get a 3% grower).

• Just in case you might worry management won’t follow through, the company has a few 
activists involved who will ensure value maximization.



“Act in such a way that you treat humanity, whether in your 

own person or in the person of any other, never merely as a 

means to an end, but always at the same time as an end.”

eBay failed Kant’s Second Formulation of the Categorical Imperative with respect to PayPal 



PAYPAL
• Once upon a time, PayPal was a means 

to an end for eBay: it was an extremely 
useful tool in the early days of e-
commerce by providing a seamless, 
efficient, safe payment solution between 
the disaggregated participants on eBay’s 
network.

• That means to an end has gotten bigger 
than its proprietor in implied value—
somewhere between 11-13x EBITDA 
depending on how you value eBay (or 
~60% of the total combined market cap).

• The spin is a breath of fresh air that 
allows PayPal to pursue its own means 
and ends & the strategy is already 
paying off.

• Dan Schulman as CEO was an outstanding choice. He founded Virgin Mobile, 

was high up at American Express and Sprint and is also Chairman of Symantec. 

In other words, his experience (and successes) are at the intersection of 

payments, mobile, technology, security and building consumer brands. 

PayPal’s value proposition and needs in a nutshell.



THE WORRIES
• Many point to Apple Pay and Square as competitors, even Bitcoin is 

mentioned. 

• Valuable conjecture: Carl Icahn is intimate with Apple management & 
will be taking his board seat on PayPal, not Marketplaces.  Given his 
access at Apple and substantial investment in PayPal does he seem 
worried about the Apple Pay threat? Maybe that’s because Apple Pay 
isn’t a threat, but another layer.

• Apple Pay has actually helped fuel the growth of mobile payments, 
including those at PayPal.

• iOS is only about 15% of the smartphone market. This alone severely 
limits Apple Pay’s competitive position versus PayPal.

• Apple Pay is basically an in-store checkouts solution, while PayPal’s 
greatest strengths are as an online, digital check-out solution and 
person-to-person money transfer service. While PayPal has tried 
growing their presence in-store (and will continue to try) the two 
products have adjacent and not competing competencies.



PAYPAL GROWTH RATES 



TOP LINE LEVERS

3 Levers the company can pull to generate revenue growth, all moving in the 
right direction:

• User Growth

• Transactions/User

• Dollars spent/Transaction

1 drag which according to our thesis holds this to be a drag if and only if 
volume growth continues:

• Take Rate



SOURCES OF MOAT
Network effects

• Two-sided network built on trust.

• Chicken or egg question that PayPal has beaten everyone to: huge network of 

merchants and consumers who are already on the platform.

• 161 million active users as of latest filing.

Regulatory

• This is a strengthening source of moat. Have to comply with and receive oversight 

from several layers of regulation. Starting from scratch would be much harder today 

than it was when PayPal got involved. True first-mover advantage here.

Patent and Intellectual Property

Float

• As of the last filing, PayPal had $10.8 billion of “funds receivable & customer 

accounts” on the asset side of the balance sheet, offset by $10.8 billion of “funds 

payable & amounts due to customers” on the liabilities side.

• These balances are a combination of customer balances built up on the platform 

and the lag between which merchants (and transferrers) get paid money and when 

PayPal lets them take the money off the platform.



THE FLOAT

The accounting is misleading. What we’re calling “float” is akin to bank 

deposit and insurance float but has advantages on both. 

• Unlike deposits it has no cost attached to it and does have some restrictions on 

the rate at which customers can demand it.

• Unlike insurance float, it is not vulnerable to calamities resulting from poor 

underwriting or disasters.

• The one drawback that all are subject to in some way or form are the regulatory 

restrictions in how the company must be capitalized



THE FLOAT CONTINUED 
If we adjust the balance sheet to treat this as cash and then look at the 

tangible capital employed in the business, it’s a net-negative $4.6 billion.

• This is a source of competitive advantage: none of the other digital solutions have 

float like this.

• It’s also the extent to which the company is long interest rates—if rates rise, 

earnings will grow.

• This is effectively OPM that PayPal gets to work with and lowers the company’s 

cost of capital.

• PayPal recent investor slides state: “Optionality: Our Balance Sheet or Other Peoples’ 

Money to Drive Growth”.

Importantly, these balances are an implicit promise of sorts to 

merchants that there will be customers on the network and a reason for 

customers to keep engaging on it. In other words, it is a means through 

which to drive volume.



A SECRET WEAPON: BRAINTREE

• eBay purchased Braintree in 2013 for $800 million and in hindsight this was a 
total steal (not sure whether this was luck or skill, but it sure was great!).

• Braintree is now a crucial component of the company’s technology infrastructure 
(ie their intellectual property moat) and has helped scale the business.

• Braintree’s One Touch ™ solution is one of the key pieces of infrastructure 
behind today’s tech Unicorns (wow do I hate that phrase, but I couldn’t help 
myself). Uber and Pinterest rely on Braintree’s solutions, among a spate of 
others.

• But no, this is not Cisco circa 1999 as the supplier to an industry whose 
earnings would then collapse. Braintree is more like a call option on top of 
PayPal’s already great value proposition.

• More importantly, Braintree has become a crucial piece of PayPal’s merchant-
facing technological platform and is playing an increasingly important role as a 
checkout solution for web commerce.



VENMO: HIDDEN WITHIN THE 

SECRET WEAPON
• “To Venmo”—a verb for how Millennials exchange money, in nearly any context.

• Venmo is a payment network within PayPal, growing at a rapid pace with this 
important demographic.

• PayPal is crucial for fostering Venmo’s growth, as it provides the capital needed to 
scale the business and an increasingly robust security platform to protect it.

• Bloomberg called Venmo “The mobile payment startup that is killing cash”.

• Hard to get specific numbers on Venmo but per the Bloomberg article, in Q3 2014 
alone the company processed $700 million in payments vs $141 million a year earlier 
and CEO Schulman cited $1.3b in Q1 2015 vs $300m a year earlier. Massive growth.

• “Payments” on Venmo are mainly peer-to-peer money transfers and as such, are not 
monetized, but Venmo is increasingly a source of float as ubiquity and constant use 
amongst Millennials absolves the need for withdrawing money from the platform.

• PayPal will use these balances as a way to drive merchant volume on their platform.

• Venmo is mobile, it’s easy and it’s fast. Its technology is unique and is becoming THE 
backbone of PayPal’s own exchange solution.



BIG MERCHANTS, BIG VISION
PayPal generates its best margins with small merchants and is a key player in the 

globalization of small business. PayPal makes such transactions far smoother such that 

the actual transactors don’t need to think about currency exchanges and its ancillary 

risks.

Only when independence became imminent did PayPal start working with bigger 

customers and the timing was fortuitous (Home Depot/Target hacks).

Home Depot, Bed Bath and Beyond and now some of the Amazon properties (Wag, 

Soap, Diapers) are embracing the platform.

Last year transaction revenue/dollar of TPV fell by 6.2%, double the rate of the prior 2 

years. Many analysts have harped on this as a point of concern; however, this 

acceleration corresponds with a growing embrace of PayPal from big merchants for the 

holiday season. 

• We model this 6.2% atrophy into perpetuity for the company, yet in Q1 of this year 

that trend already reversed.

• In other words, the atrophy is purely a function of how much volume PayPal can 

derive from its push into mainstream retail. 



A CONSEQUENTIAL SHIFT IN 

STRATEGY



ADDING IT ALL UP
The market has far more enthusiasm for PayPal than eBay, though it’s 
enthusiasm is tempered given the growth profile of the company. The 
implied valuation is about 12.5x EBITDA.

• We think PayPal alone justifies valuations upwards of $44 per share using a 10% 
WACC and assuming the trajectory growth stays in the mid-teens.

• This is a capital lean, scalable business model (the SG&A line should get at least 200 
BPS of margin improvement in the next 3 years, though we do not factor this in) and 
should price in at least some optionality. At $44/share this would be about 16x 2016 
EBITDA—comfortably in-line with other high growth, capital lean business models.

• Were PayPal a private company these days, hyped as a start-up, we can only imagine 
how irrelevant EBITDA would be. Though we won’t go there.

• For context, Mastercard and Visa both trade at over 10x their TTM revenues. In this 
case, for the faster-growing PayPal, that would result in a $65/share price. In that light, 
$44 doesn’t look that unreasonable.

• With our EBAY assumption above of 3% growth and a base-case of $44/share for 
Paypal, the combined co should at least be worth $79/share. This factors in little, if any 
of the asymmetric opportunity in each:

• That Marketplaces uses its capital lean, high margin business to become a decade-long 
cannibal of shares.

• And PayPal becomes one of the dominant payment platforms alongside Visa, Mastercard
and American Express.



CONCLUSIONS
We expect PayPal to reprice considerably upwards on its first day as an 
independent company. Buying pre-split is the key to owning PayPal at a 
cheap price. 

But…and there’s always a but. In buying pre-split one must feel comfortable 
taking the risk of Marketplaces. We are happy to take on this risk.

If PayPal trades upwards of $40 per share (which we think it will), 
Marketplaces would likely trade in the low $20s. This means that 
proportionally speaking, shares bought today are not ½ each, but more like 
2/3rds PayPal and 1/3rd Marketplaces.

• One of the reasons Greenblatt looks at spins is for situations where the owners of the 
parent company have no interest in the spun asset. In some senses, the spun asset 
here is Marketplaces. So, those who own EBAY today to get access to PayPal post-
spin will become sellers of Marketplaces once the spin is done.

• As someone comfortable with the Marketplaces risk, this means we are underweight 
our desired target holding on that side of the business.

• To that end, we expect to provide liquidity to those who only want PayPal and no 
Marketplaces once actual event transpires. This is the second leg of what altogether is 
an outstanding opportunity.


